AI'S ROLE IN TH E

Future
OF RADIOLOGY

A RT IFICIAL INT E LLIGE NCE (AI)

and related

innovations are making their impact felt across industries, perhaps most
significantly in medical imaging. The field of radiology in particular is
poised for AI transformation, with emerging algorithms designed to help
drive faster and more-accurate diagnoses.
The following AI applications are currently being developed to
revolutionize the diagnostic workflows of

TODAY ’S RADIOLOGISTS:

AI-driven workflows within clinical
reporting tools will help radiologists
help them to make treatment
recommendations.

AI image analysis algorithms will quickly
identify stroke patient CT scans with
large vessel occlusions and alert doctors
that these patients are good candidates
for advanced stroke-care services.

Trained AI algorithms will flag
abnormalities that are undetectable by
the human eye, such as molecular
markers within tumors.
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In situations where imaging
interpretations vary, such as
mammography, AI will assist in
characterizing detailed findings.

Deep learning AI algorithms may enable
a higher-quality approach to image
reconstruction, with improved runtime
and reduced artifacts and distortions.

Deep learning AI models will enhance
radiologists’ identification of pulmonary
nodules and benefit nodule management
by helping to improve reading
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physicians hope to use AI-enabled

diagnostic systems to compile and analyze all relevant
medical data for a patient, linking radiology data with other
departmental medical data to support comprehensive
and integrated clinical decision making.

With an influx of AI use cases in
radiology, the technology is poised to streamline the
day-to-day workflows of radiologists, inspire a new tier of clinical
confidence, and improve patient care delivery, both directly and indirectly.
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